
Spelling Review Week #1- Lessons 1-5 

1. intelligent   11. frail   CHALLENGE WORDS: 

2. average   12. moist   1. August 

3. residents   13. friend   2. September 

4. suitable   14. does 

5. amazing   15. come 

6. process   16. leave 

7. fatal    17. because 

8. nectar    18. around 

9. flutter    19. class 

10. current   20. smile 

Vocabulary Review Week- Lists 1-5 

intelligent: adj. Able to learn, think, and understand quickly and easily. (Example: 

In our science book, we are reading stories that show how intelligent dolphins 

are.) 

average: n. 1. The usual amount or kind of something. (Example: Twenty students 

in a class is the average for our school.)  

               2. The result of adding a set of numbers and then dividing the total by the 

number in the set. (Example: The average of 2, 3, and 7 is 4.) 

             adj. Not special or unusual; ordinary. (Example: Five feet tall is an 

average height for a person.) 

resident: n. A person who lives in a certain place. (Example: May we go to this 

beach to swim, or is it for the residents of the town only?) 

suitable: adj. Fit or right for some purposes or event. (Example: Checkers and 

other games with small parts are not suitable for very young children.) 

amaze: v. To surprise or cause wonder. (Example: Freddy amazed his parents by 

tidying his room without being told.) 

amazing: adj. Causing wonder or surprise. (Example: It is amazing but true that 

time would slow down aboard a space ship traveling at very high speed.) 



process: n. A number of steps that one takes in order to do or make something. 

(Example: In early spring, Uncle Ted began the process of making maple syrup by 

collecting sap from the trees.) 

fatal: adj. Causing death. (Example: Eating this pretty white mushroom can be 

fatal.) 

nectar: n. A sweet liquid produced by many flowering plants. It is used by bees to 

make honey. (Example: the bees hummed among the flowers as they gathered 

nectar.) 

flutter: v. To wave or flap quickly but not regularly. (Example: Sitting by the 

clubhouse, Olivia watched her flag flutter about them.) 

current: n. A flow of air, water, or electricity. (Example: The lifeguard told us not 

to swim to the middle of the river, because the current there was very strong.) 

              adj. Of the present time. (Example: Carrie’s current address is 7 Elm 

Street.) 

frail: adj. Weak, not very strong. (Example: Danny looked frail when I visited him 

in the hospital.) 

moisture: n. A small amount of water or other liquid, often in the form of small 

drops. (Example: Carla sat on the bench and wiped the moisture from her face 

with a towel.) 

moist: adj. Damp or slightly wet. (Example: Grass snakes usually live in moist 

places like the banks of rivers.) 


